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THE LONGSHOT

Robert
O’Shea

CORK RINGS

Tips are in
short supply
just now

IT’S readers’ letters (and emails)
time again, a fallback we sometimes
use when there is so little going on in
the world of sport that we cannot
give tips for in good conscience.

Couldn’t you give us some
horses for the Galway Festival?
Seán
I wish I could Seán, but to be bru-

tally honest I haven’t seen a horse
race in seven years. My last en-
counter with a horse was when I got
unnerved when I thought one was
staring at me in Killarney last sum-
mer.

Isn’t the Commonwealth Games
on? Couldn’t you predict some of
the events in that? Stephen
The most annoying thing about

any Olympics is tuning in to see the
BBC coverage and that fawning,
‘go-get-em Brits’ righteousness that
can be summoned by looking upon
Sue Barker’s tiny-featured face or
listening to Hazel Irvine’s gee-whiz
voice. But like pressing a bruise, it
simply has to be done once or twice
over the course of the two weeks.
I can only imagine the Common-

wealth Games takes this sort of thing
to a whole higher level considering
our neighbours have so many more
opportunities to medal.
I can only imagine because bar one

set of ladies squash I happened to
catch while switching channels at the
weekend, I have never watched any-
thing of the Commonwealth Games
in my entire life. It’s just like Mosney
on a giant scale for the British
Empire to me.

Couldn’t you give us some tips
for Goodwood? Alan
See the answer to question one.
Why is it called Glorious Good-

wood anyway? Ray
This is probably going to seem the

theme for today, but I have abso-
lutely no idea, and Google hasn’t
shone any light on the matter, so
that’s the journalistic dead end for
me.
My best guess is that it has

something to do with the summer
sunshine, floaty dresses, chilled
elderflower G&Ts and evening jazz
on the champagne lawn, that does
sound rather glorious if you didn’t
happen to be surrounded by up-
per-class English people.
Normal service will presumably be

restored tomorrow if something oc-
curs in the world of sport.

Recommendation: Henson (10-3)
in the last race at Galway.

Last 16 in ‘A’ grouping to fight for title
THE Cork ‘A’ summer individuals
started last week in Ma Dullea’s
and there were some cracking
games played in front of a very big
attendance, writes DERRY
DESMOND.
Some high-scoring and great
finishing only added to the great
atmosphere on the night and all

this will be reported next
Wednesday night, July 30, when
the last 16 play to a finish.
The players Deci O’Keeffe, Paul
Hayes, Anto Murphy, Derry
Desmond, Steve Cunningham,
Thomas Downey, Roger Moore,

Glen Cunningham, Pat Kirby, Tom
Lynch, Niall Kelly, Roy Moynihan,
John Collins, John Kearney, John
Lyons, and Mossie Buckley, will
all be hoping to lift the coveted
trophy and be crowned ‘A’
individual champion.
The draw takes place at 8pm shop
in Ma Dullea’s and the first game

starts at 8.15pm, with all the talent
on show. An absolutely great
night of rings is assured.
Our new league will be starting in
three weeks’ time, so all
team-sheets should be handed in
at the next delegate meeting on
Thursday, July 31, in the Beer
Garden.

Mayor of the County of Cork, Cllr Alan Coleman with the top three riders in the West Cork Motorcycle Hillclimb
at Dunderrow: Ray Casey, Grenagh (second), Brian McCormack (Tramore) winner and Donal Curtin (Halfway)
third. Picture: Martin Walsh.

Trevor and Jennifer Foran, Carrigaline at Dunderrow.
Picture: Martin Walsh

Scott Fitzgerald (18) from Banduff was the yougest
rider to participate in the West Cork Motorcycle
Hillclimb. Picture: Martin Walsh

Cork riders
to the fore
in Hillclimb

MOTORSPORT
By Martin Walsh

CORK riders filled two
of the top three posi-
tions and won three of
the four classes in a
very successful West
Cork Motorcycle
Hillclimb that drew a
large attendance at
Dunderrow.

For the second year in a
row popular Tramore rider
Brian McCormack on his
VTL Honda backed Honda
Fireblade 1000cc took the
laurels.
By the second run he had

already beaten last year’s
winning time of 37.593
seconds as he stopped the
clock on a time of 37.287
seconds. Then with a superb
fourth and final run he even
broke the 37 second barrier
with a winning time of 36.592
seconds.
Throughout the day his

team mate, Grenagh’s Ray
Casey, was his closest ad-
versary and that was the way
it finished the Cork rider
posting a time of 37.860s.
A tenacious duel for third

involved Douglas rider Brian
Coomey and Donal Curtin
from the Halfway. The
former led initially, but the
latter regained the spot on
the second run, both had
their best time on the fourth
run with Curtin prevailing
by 0.236 of a second. The
Halfway ace also won the
Sean Hurley Perpetual Cup
for the best 600cc rider.
Meanwhile, Doneraile’s

Barry Sheehan (Suzuki SV
650) took the spoils in Class
B; the aforementioned Curtin
won Class B and Innishan-
non’s John Hurley (Honda
CBR) emerged victorious in
Class CA.

West Cork Motorcycle Club Hillclimb,
Dunderrow: 1. B. McCormack (Honda
Fireblade1000cc) 36.592s; 2. R. Casey
(Honda Fireblade 1000cc) 37.860s; 3.
D. Curtin (Yamaha R6) 39.529s.

Class B: 1. B. Sheehan (Suzuki SV650)
40.202s; 2. D. Wilson (Kawasaki
ER650) 40.873s; 3. W. Sheehan (Su-
zuki SV650) 41.432s.

Class C: 1. D. Curtin (Yamaha R6)
39.529s; 2. B. Coomey (Yamaha R6)
39.765s; 3. J. O’Donovan (Yamaha
R6) 39.953s.

Class CA: 1. J. Hurley (Honda CBR)
39.891s; 2. V. Brennan Honda CBR)
41.338s; 3. J. Gromley (Yamaha R6)
42.579s.

Class D: 1. B. McCormack (Honda
Fireblade1000cc) 36.592s; 2. R. Casey
(Honda Fireblade 1000cc) 37.860s; 3.
S. Power (Suzuki GSXR) 40.407s.


